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1.

Description of the main functionality for mobile cryptocurrencies
and digital assets exchange application.
The cryptocurrency exchange mobile app is a simple and convenient tool for buying digital coins. With the intuitive interface
your customers will be able to exchange digital currencies and use its additional features. The main functionality available
in the current version is described below. With new changes this document will be updated.
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1.1.

User interface (profile) screen is the main screen where you can
proceed to the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•

Authorization,
Registration,
Password recovery,
Adding an account,
Change of account.

If you are already logged into the app go to the «Profile» screen
and click the «Logout» button. After that, the «Login» button will
appear and you’ll be able to login with another login.
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1.2.

The Authorization (Login) screen opens after clicking the Login button
on the Profile screen. To login with your account you have to enter
the account name and password that were specified during
registration.
If this is your first application login and you don’t have an account yet,
you need to register. Follow the «Login» button on the
«Authorization» screen, there you’ll find a «Register» hyperlink
leading to the «Registration» screen.
If you have previously created an account you can use the «Add
account» function which allows you to link the account to a new
device or restore access in case of its losing.
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1.3.

Registration screen is available even for the unauthorized users. In order
to go to the screen, you need to run the application, open the «Profile»
screen, click on «Login» and then on «Register». After these steps the
"Registration" screen will appear. Now you need to enter the following
data:
•
•
•
•
•

Account name
Password
Repeat the password
Specify the e-mail address
If you been invited do not forget to enter the referral code.
After all the necessary data is filled in, you should click on "Create
account" button, after which you will receive an e-mail with a confirmation
code that you need to enter in the application. Then the application shows
the recovery code once.
Note! Do not forget to save the recovery code in a safe place, as you can
restore your account only with this password. We do not store any user
passwords, all the data is stored on your devices in an encrypted form.
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1.4.

Access restore feature allows you to restore access to the account in
case of password loss. With this option you can also bind your old
account with a new device.

In order to go to the «Restore access» screen you need to be unauthorized.
Open the authorization screen, where at the bottom of the screen there is a
"Add account" hyperlink or click on the "Forgot password" hyperlink which also
leads to the "Restore access" screen.
When do I need to restore access?
• If you have a new mobile device
• If you lost your account’ password
• If you want to add the same account to multiple devices

The recovery procedure is the following:
1) Enter your account name and e-mail address.
2) Click on «Send code» option
3) Minimize the application and enter your mailbox
4) You receive a confirmation code needed to access recovery
5) Copy the confirmation code from this e-mail
6) Open the application
7) Insert the confirmation code
8) The application asks for a special recovery code that was issued to you during registration.
9) Upload the code as a file or read the QR-code.
10) If everything is successful, the password reset screen will appear
11) Enter a new password
12) Duplicate the newly entered password in the next field once again
13) Click on «Save» button

Note! If you add an account to multiple devices, you do not need to have the same password. Each password is a decryptor
for the recovery code that is encrypted and stored on your device after you register or restore access.
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1.5.

On the main screen you’ll find the following options:
(1) Status of the exchange funds reserves showing how much digital coins
are available to users of the application to exchange for the selected
currency. The reserves of the application are presented in form of a slide bar
that can be scrolled.
(2), (3) «Buy» and «Sell» options. Clicking on these buttons, the client follows
the exchange screen where he can purchase/sale cryptocurrency.
(4) Referral program pption. Once the user is logged, he will be able to join
the referral program and receive the unique code to invite other members.
Each exchange operation in the application brings the link’ owner an income
from the transactions made by his referrals.
(5) FAQ. This option allows to go to the page with answers to the most
common questions about the application.
(6) Service panel. Here you can access the most important options of the
application, such as the list of operations, account information and user
balance.
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1.6.

This screen contains the following functional data:

(1) The exchange’ cryptocurrencies rate. Located in the header of the screen.
The example given shows the price of 1 BTC = 635858.43950405 Qiwi. This
rate means that to buy 1 bitcoin you need to have on the application account at
least 635858.43950405 Qiwi.

(2) Available currency that the user of the application can sell.

(3) The field of the selected currency that the user will receive after the
purchase.
«Sell» area opens the list of available currencies. After that, you can choose the
currency to buy from available for sale.
Between the «Sell» and «Buy» area there is a Switch button that swaps the
exchange direction. All transactions are recorded and saved on the History tab.
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1.7.

The exchange’ referral program allows to attract new users and receive
revenue from their transactions. The referral program has only one level
but has no restrictions in number of subscribers (referrals) that user can
attract to its network.
(1) Referral code of the program participant. A unique identifier received
by each user. For convenience of storage and transfer of this code on the
right there is a button "Copy", when you click on which the code is saved
in the clipboard and can be sent to the referral in any convenient way.
(2) «Referral funds» is the area where the funds available for withdrawal
are shown. There is also a «Withdraw» button which allows to send
referral funds to the specified wallet. After clicking on this button, the
exchanger accepts the request which falls to the «Withdrawal History»
where all previously requested transactions are displayed.
«Your referrals» tab contains data of all users of the application who used
your «Referral code» during registration. When you click on the «star»
button, the user moves to the «Favorites» tab.
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1.8.

FAQ is a section where answers to the main questions related to the
mobile application are collected. As new functionality and changes are
made, it will be supplemented. You do not need to be logged to get
access to the FAQ screen. At the moment the FAQ section provides
information with the answers to following topics:
1) General info;
2) Account;
3) Wallet;
4) Exchange;
5) Referral program.
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1.9.

Wallet is one of the main screens of the mobile
application. Here you can find detailed information
about the available digital currencies. The balance view
option is available on any screen of the application from
the main service menu.
Each currency is divided into a separate area containing
the following information:
•
•
•
•

Currency logo
Short currency name
Number of digital coins in the user's wallet
The equivalent of the selected currency in $
(USD)
• Deposit button redirects to the screen «Deposit»
screen
• Exchange button leads to the exchange screen,
where in «Buy» field there will be a "click"
currency (in the area where the "exchange" button
was pressed)
• Withdraw button leads to the «Withdrawal»
screen.
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1.10.

To withdraw funds, you need to fill two main fields on the corresponding
screen of the mobile application:

(1) The address to which you will transfer coins from your wallet
(2) The transfer’ amount.
After entering the above data, the "Next" button becomes active. Clicking on
it, the screen of confirmation of the withdrawal operation to an external wallet
will appear. After the confirmation money will be transferred to the external
specified address and the record of this operation will appear in the history.

Attention! To withdraw a particular currency, you need to have an external
wallet within the selected system or blockchain. For example, withdrawing
Qiwi coins, you need to have a wallet in the Qiwi system.
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1.11.

To proceed to the Deposit, simply select this option for the digital currency
you need to transfer into your account (wallet).

You need to make the following steps for any currency (for example, BTC):
1. Log in to the app.
2. Follow the Wallet screen
3. In the BTC area, click the Deposit option
4. Enter your account password in the app
5. Follow the deposit window (approximate view of this window is shown).
Click the «Copy» button to copy the address (wallet) link.
6. Minimize the application
7. Login to the BTC wallet which you want to use for depositing
8. Make a transfer to the address copied earlier
9. Return to the app
BTC balance will increase by the amount of your deposit, without
considering network’ commission fee. The corresponding entry about the
Deposit will appear in the «History» tab of the mobile application.
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1.12.

History is a screen where you can find all the info about the following operations: exchange, deposit, withdrawal. The
selection menu allows to switch between different tabs.
The history is divided into several tabs: All, Withdrawal, Deposit, Exchange.
On the history screen user can see the detailed information about each operation:
1) Category of operation
2) Operation status
3) Currency of the transaction
4) Amount
5) Date of operation
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1.13.

Creating an account in the application, user receives a message about the
need to save the code to restore access to the account in case of loss. The
alphanumeric or QR-code must be kept out of the reach of third parties to
prevent unauthorized access to the application. If you lose this code you will
not be able to restore your account.

The image shows a screen with these codes. By clicking on «copy» button,
you can send the recovery code to the selected mailbox or to any messenger.
Clicking on «Save» button, the QR-code is stored in your device' memory or
in the photo section or gallery.
After clicking on the «Сlose» button, it will be impossible to return or display
information about the recovery codes, so you need to make sure they are
securely stored. When you open a previously saved QR-code from the
gallery, it will look like this:

Note! QR-code for recovery can either download from memory or scan with camera of your mobile device (if you print the QRcode earlier).
← back

2.

The main functionality of the administration panel for the owners
of mobile cryptocurrency exchange application.
The functionality of mobile application for cryptocurrency exchange allows to make flexible settings of the main exchange’
parameters. This document describes the basic administrator options that are used to manage the application.
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2.1.

To connect the application, follow these steps:
1) Create an account within the ecosystem.
2) Fill in the appropriate form on the website.
3) Pay for the purchase of administrator status of the exchanger.
4) Gain access to the admin panel of the application.
5) Get a customized mobile app.
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2.2.

In the current section we will consider the possibilities of setting up the application for cryptocurrencies exchange. The main
parameters of the exchange are the direction of exchange, the amount of maximum and minimum buy/sell level, exchange
rates and pairs activity.
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2.3.

For the functioning of the mobile cryptocurrency exchange application, it is necessary to add the possibility of currency
exchange. To do this, follow these steps:
1) Register in the deex ecosystem https://deex.exchange/ and log in your acc to get access to the administration tab.
2) Use the «Admin» option in the top menu to enter the administration panel.

3) Follow the Admin Tab.

4) Open the Settings tab.

5) Click on «Add pair to exchange».

6) Fill out the form and click «Save» option

.

7) Record will be added to the table and will be displayed as follows:

8) Now you need only to activate the pair. To do this, activate the «Activity» slider and save the record again.

9) Now the current pair will be available for exchange within the app.
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2.4.

Previously, we added a QIWI/USDT pair of to the exchange.
Change the exchange parameters considering the example of minimums and % for the rate.

The picture shows:

1) Increasing minimum level for exchange in 10 times.
2) Changing the rate’ multiplier. It began to have a value of 0%, which is confirmed by the underlined values of the rate.
Under the Binance inscription the real exchange rate on the exchange is shown, and under % - the one that will be
available in the application for the exchange operation in this pair.
3) Change the «Save» button. It became active to update the record. When you click on it, all values will be fixed and
saved.
Note! The rate is updated within 40 seconds. Provided that the exchanger is turned on and the exchange pair is Active, the
rate will be transferred to the application.
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2.5.

The exchange is managed from the admin panel in the web interface by navigating through the available tabs and interacting
with the interface tools.
Available tabs are shown on the picture bellow.

Each tab has a «Refresh» button on the right side, opposite the tab menu and information about the status of the commission
pool.
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2.6.

The current tab shows the information about the state of the exchanger. Here you can find the General information about the
referral program with the possibility of detailing the currencies info participating in the referral program.
On this tab there are three information boards with total values and a transition function:
1) Total users, that opens the Users tab.

2) Total exchanges, that opens the exchange History tab.

3) Available pairs, that opens the Settings tab.
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2.7.

This tab contains information about the users registered in this exchanger:

The tab includes a table with the following data:
# - the number within the system.
Registration date - displays the exact date and time of registration.
Login – account name specified during user registration.
Currency balance – selected from the drop-down list of available currencies.
Deex – the number of available tokens to pay for the fees.
Exchange requests – the total number of requests received from the user.
User ID – unique identification user’ number within the blockchain.

There are 2 information tabs:
1) Total users – displays the total number of exchange users.

2) Total exchanges – opens the «Exchange History» tab.
There is also the function of searching the participant of the exchanger by its name. In order to use it, you need to click on the
text box and enter the name of the participant. If such a user exists, the corresponding entry about the found participant will
appear in this table.
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2.8.

The current tab contains information about the exchanging pairs. Here the parameters for the previously added pairs are
updated.

The current tab contains the following data:
1) The direction of selected pair to exchange.
2) Minimum and maximum amounts available for exchange.
3) Exchange rate with the ability to add % to it. (select from a list of available exchanges)
4) The exchange Rate that is displayed for exchange within the app.
5) The activity of the pair to exchange.
6) Delete/Save changes.

The functionality of the tab:
1) Adding a pair to the exchange.

2) Update the following parameters: minimum, maximum, rate source, exchange rate, activity.
3) Save the changes.
4) Remove the pair to the exchange.
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2.9.

This tab displays the detailed information about all exchange operations performed between the user and the exchanger.

This page displays in tabular form all received requests for exchange.

Operation’ ID:
• Top row displays the unique user ID of the operation
• Bottom line shows the account name of the initiator of the exchange
Date:
• Top line shows the beginning of the exchange (received funds from the user)
• Bottom line shows the completion of the exchange operation (the user received funds)

The amount:
• Top line shows the number of funds received from the user
• Bottom line shows the number of funds sent to the user
Course / Status:
• Top line shows the amount needed to buy the 1st unit to send.
• Bottom line shows the following options are possible (successful, in processing, return)
Common data for one exchange:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exchange rate - taken from the source selected in the "Settings" tab.
Exchange rate - displays the value with the Central Bank adopted at the time of the exchange.
Exchange fee – the total amount of money spent on the operation.
Brief transcript of the request.
Incoming transactions shows check box allowing you to hide or display the top line
Outgoing transactions shows check box allowing you to hide or display the bottom line
Date FROM limits the lower threshold in history by date
Date TO imits the upper threshold in history by date

Note! On the picture with searching tools in the «Exchange History» tab, we see all the incoming and outgoing transactions
for the period from 25.09.2019 to 25.10.2019 (as example).
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2.10.

This tab has the same functionality as the «Exchange History» tab. Has an additional function to search by account name
for transactions:

The current tab displays all deposit/withdrawal operations performed by the exchange clients. The information is presented
in tabular form and contains the following information:

• From/to – the ID of the operation, the final recipient.
• Date tab displays the launch and end of the operation.
• Amount is the amount of funds sent by the initiator.
• Status shows the following entries that are possible (successful, pending, return).
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2.11.

Displays the information regarding payments and accumulated funds of the exchanger's clients in the referral system with
the possibility of detailing for each available currency to the exchanger.

In the upper part we observe summary information on all users such as:
• Paid is the total amount of funds previously sent to the client's balances.
• Potential payments is the total number of funds available to clients by referral.
• Failed payments is the requested funds by customers that have not been credited to their balances.
On this page there is detail for each request for payment on the referral program, presented in a tabular form with the ability
to search by name.

Table shows the following data:
1) Number is the sequence number of the payment record
2) Date shows changes to the current date at the time of changing the status of the payment
3) Account is the name of the recipient of referral funds
4) Amount is the number of requested units for a particular currency
5) Currency is the name of the monetary unit
6) Status shows the possible options (successful, pending)
7) Block’ Number – shows which block of the ecosystem contains record of this payment.
Note! User can request multiple currencies as shown in the figure earlier in example number 3, he requested usdt, qiwi, eth
through the referral program. However, the user will be paid as one transfer operation for one currency.
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2.12.

Rates for the transactions are based on the current indicators of the cost of the transfer and the price for 1KB of data entered
in the note (memo) when it is necessary to send it. Amounts may vary at the discretion of the blockchain Committee. At the
moment (25.10.2019) they are the following:
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